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PURPOSE
The Nebraska Breeding Bird Atlas Project has enlisted your help to gather information 
about the breeding birds of Nebraska.  We seek to collect detailed data on all wild birds, 
about their breeding distribution, habitat use, and timing of the breeding cycle.  
The primary focus of the first Nebraska Breeding Bird Atlas Project (1984-1989) was to 
collect distributional data and map the breeding ranges.  This project will update and 
refine those maps.  With a larger base of knowledgeable observers now available to draw 
from, this project will attempt to collect a wider variety of detailed information on each 
species breeding biology.
Besides helping satisfy our scientific curiosity, this information will be used for:

- Updated and improved distribution information,
- Monitoring population changes,
- Environmental impact planning,
- Identification and documentation of unique/fragile habitats and their 

associated species,
- Wildlife management and planning,

The first atlas project accomplished the task of providing distribution maps based on the 
first systematic statewide survey, conducted in a discrete time period – essentially 
providing a distributional snapshot of that time frame.
Since that time, a number of obvious range changes have occurred, most notably 
expansions of some species - e.g. Bald Eagle, Eurasian Collared-Dove, House Finch. 
Unfortunately, some range contractions may have also happened, changes that are usually 
more difficult to detect and document.  

This handbook provides guidelines on how to participate in the project.  Do NOT be 
intimidated by the lengthy, detailed instructions.  For the most part, atlas work is not 
complicated – you will find it rewarding, and just plain fun.  Participate and collect data 
to the extent of your ability.  If you have a chance, attend an atlas workshop.  Use the 
project to expand your skills, to take part in an important project that will have an impact 
for decades to come, enlarge your circle of birding contacts, AND to have fun.

Finally, if you have any questions, please contact the coordinator.

SCOPE
The basic objective of every atlas project is to find every species that breeds in each 
Priority Block, and to confirm breeding by as many of those species as possible.  That 
said, past work has shown that we will not be able to even find every species breeding in 
a given block – more discussion of this later.
Beyond the primary objective stated above, this project plans to collect a variety of 
ancillary data that will make the final product much more valuable to a variety of users. 
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Habitat use / habitat association data will be a strong secondary focus of the study. 
Changes in the Field Data Card will allow collection of detailed information about habitat 
use and the timing of the breeding cycle.
Field work is currently planned for 5 years, but may be extended if necessary.  The first 
project was planned for 5 years, but had another year added to get more complete 
coverage.

ATLAS ORGANIZATION
The atlas is a joint project sponsored by the Nebraska Game and Parks Commission 
(NGPC) and the Nebraska Ornithologists’ Union (NOU) and is funded in part by both 
organizations, as well as federal grants through the State Wildlife Grant program.  Data 
collected by the project will be maintained and administered by the NGPC.  It will be 
incorporated into the Nebraska Natural Heritage Legacy Project and be available for use 
by various public agencies with a need for such information.
The project coordinator will guide the project with the input and assistance of a steering 
committee representing the sponsoring agencies as well as other selected individuals. 
Where available, individuals in local bird clubs may serve as local regional contacts.

CONDUCTING FIELD WORK
Priority Blocks
Field workers will re-survey all of the 443 Priority Blocks used in the first project, and 
additional Priority Blocks will increase the total area surveyed by ~20%.  While 520+ 
Priority Blocks have already been chosen, as with the first atlas project, additional blocks 
may be added during the project.  Current plans call for sampling all public-access land in 
the state above 640 acres in size (wildlife management areas, waterfowl production areas, 
state & national parks and monuments, public land trusts, national forests/grasslands, 
etc.).  Blocks will also be located in all Unique Biological Landscapes as identified by the 
Nebraska Natural Legacy Project.  
The Priority Blocks are 3 X 3 miles (= 9 square miles) and based on the township survey 
grid.  Each block comprises a ¼ of a township and is placed in the NE, NW, SE, or SW 
quarter.  Since most roads in the state are located on township and section lines, this 
makes the blocks easy to define, fit into an existing grid, and easy to find.
Most priority blocks are readily accessible by public roads, but keep in mind that the 
condition of unpaved roads may vary with the weather.  This is especially true of 
minimum maintenance roads.  While many dirt roads should be avoided in wet weather, 
in sandy areas the opposite may be true, since recent rain may make loose sand more 
passable.
When you encounter farm machinery or a herd of cattle being driven down the road (or 
highway!) allow them the right of way.
A few Priority Blocks have no road access and are accessible only by trails across private 
ranches.  If you want to try surveying them, contact landowners ahead of time for 
permission, and follow their advice about where, when, and how to get there.
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Non-Priority Blocks
Since the atlas grid is based on the existing township survey grid, every part of the state is 
covered by the same grid system.  The ¼-township blocks chosen for survey are termed 
‘Priority Blocks.’  Since the remainder of the state is also covered by the same township 
grid, the remaining ¼ -township blocks (i.e. the rest of the state) are referred to as “non-
priority” blocks.
While the Priority Blocks in the first atlas project were deliberately chosen in an attempt 
to represent all the types of habitat found in each county (and often contain some of the 
best examples of that habitat), there are no doubt “neat” areas of attractive habitat that 
would be fun to explore and survey.  However, since we are on a limited time budget, and 
do not have time to survey the entire state, please concentrate your effort in the 
designated Priority Blocks.
Exception 1: If you are already conducting field research in an area not included in a 
Priority Block, and wish to submit it, please feel free to do so.  Keep in mind however 
that in order to incorporate it into the existing atlas grid without overlapping into other 
blocks, it must be situated within the confines of one of the existing 3X3 mile, ¼ 
township blocks.  Contact the coordinator if you have questions.
Exception 2: If you find evidence of breeding by a species that is bold-faced on the 
Field Data Dard, or any species not listed on the Field Data Card, ANYWHERE in the 
state, please submit a report detailing the location and activity noted.  For more detailed 
instruction, see the Field Data Card instructions.  When reporting such a finding, please 
submit on a separate Field Data Card, or separate sheet of paper.

Threatened and Endangered Species
Included in this category are: Bald Eagle, Piping Plover, Mountain Plover, and Least 
Tern.  Read and observe the cautionary notes appended to these species in the SafeDates / 
Cautionary Behavior Codes Handbook.  DO NOT DISTURB these species.
Please also make note of similar precautions appended to other selected species.

Field Work
As stated previously the ideal of any atlas project would be to record and confirm nesting 
by every species breeding in each Priority Block.  However, experience on this continent 
and elsewhere has repeatedly shown that multiple observers spending more than 100 
hours in a single block were still unable to even FIND all the breeding species, let alone 
confirm breeding by each of them.
The accepted standard developed by other atlas projects for adequate coverage of a 
Priority Block, is to record (as Possible or higher) 75% of the species that are breeding in 
a given block; and to Confirm at least 50% of those species that were recorded in the 
block.
Thus, in an ‘average’ block with 60 species actually breeding in the block, the block 
would be considered adequately surveyed when 45 species (75% of the 60 species) were 
found and recorded, and 23 species (50% of those found) were Confirmed as breeders.  In 
fact, the first atlas project (1984-1989) reported an average of 48 species recorded per 
block, from a low of 12 species to a high of 92 species found .  Given the minimal 
coverage of many blocks during that project, the actual average number of species per 
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block is probably closer to 70 species (which would mean the expected average number 
found and recorded should be about 53-55 species.
To get the best achievable coverage, the following guidelines are recommended:

- if available from previous atlas work, see which species were found breeding 
in the block and the county previously;

- identify from maps, personal observation, and landowner query what kinds of 
habitat are found in the block (e.g. grassland, swamp, streamside (riparian) 
woodland, upland woodland, shelterbelt, fields, thickets, etc);

-     survey each TYPE of habitat found in a block as thoroughly as possible;
- conduct your survey both early in the season (as early as Feb. for Great 

Horned Owls), as well mid-season (May-July) for most birds, and Aug. for 
late breeders (Am. Goldfinch, Sedge Wren).  Check the “Safe Dates” list for 
species expected to be found in your block to make sure you don’t overlook 
some species.  Some species (e.g. magpies) are most easily confirmed by 
finding the distinctive used nests in winter when the trees are bare. 
Remember, the breeding season routinely begins in January for some species 
(e.g. Rock Pigeons) and may extend to September or October for some species 
(e.g. Mourning Dove, Northern Bobwhite).  And some species (e.g. Pinyon 
Jay and Red Crossbill) are as dependent on specialized food availability as on 
weather or season, and thus are even less predictable;

- conduct your surveys to sample nocturnal birds (e.g. rails, owls, poorwills, 
woodcock, etc.) as well as diurnal species.

After surveying all of the types of habitat present, once you have spent 20 hours in a 
block, you have probably reached a point of diminishing returns. It would take many 
more hours to find the few remaining species, and any additional time would probably be 
better spent working in another block.  While finding every species in each block would 
be the ideal, species missed in one block will likely be found in nearby blocks, thus 
adequately demonstrating overall distribution.
However, if you normally spend a lot of time in a particular block anyway (live there, 
visit it regularly, etc.) go ahead and continue to record what you see.  As an example 
from the first atlas project, the Fontenelle Forest block had over 100 hrs of observer time. 
Being the unique block that it is, including a rich diversity of habitats, 92 species were 
found, including some real rarities, thus making the extra effort worthwhile.
Some blocks, those with a wide variety of habitats, especially those with difficult (e.g. 
marshes) and/or remote habitats, may require more time.  It WILL take more time to 
adequately survey a Priority Block with a remote marsh, or a block with a wide diversity 
of habitats, than a Priortiy Block in a state park with trails conveniently located in each 
habitat!  Conversely, some blocks dominated by 1 or 2 habitats (e.g. wheatfield, or 
Sandhills prairie) may require less time.
Remember: adequate coverage is defined by finding 75% of the species present in a given 
block, and confirming breeding by 50% of the species found.  Adequate coverage as thus 
defined may be achieved in 1 year, or in 5 years.
As a further help in defining adequate coverage, a list of species expected in each block 
will be supplied with your field packet, with the list based on the first atlas project and 
the best current information.  Use this list as a guide only, you should expect to find both 
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more, and fewer, as well as different, species than found previously – after all, that is why 
we’re running the project again.

Field Packet
The field worker packet will include the following:

- Field Worker Handbook
- Field Data Cards
- Safe Dates / Cautionary Behavior Codes
- Map(s)
- Verification Forms
- Nest Record Cards
- Field Worker ID Card
- Landowner Letter

Field Data Card
You will need two Field Data Cards for each block you survey.  Take one of them into 
the block with you, either to write on directly or as a reference.
Everyone has his/her own way of recording field work (recording it directly on the atlas 
field card, field notes, checklist card, electronically, etc.)  Use the system that works best 
for you.  At the end of the day (or trip), transfer your data to the master Field Data Card 
for the block.  Do this as soon as possible – so you won’t have to depend on memory at 
some later time.  Also carry a notebook or pad to record special information for 
verification of bold-faced species (in or outside Priority Blocks), nests, unusual numbers, 
or other observations. 
Record the data on the master card in pencil so it can be updated – we need only the 
highest behavior code noted for each species, and the date that observation was made. 
Thus, if you see a pair of robins on 10 April, you would use the date of 4/10 and ‘P’, to 
record the observation.  If you’re back on 12 May, and find a nest with young, replace 
your first date (4/10) with 5/12 and add the code ‘NY’ in the Confirmed column.

At the end of each season, make and keep a copy of the master card for yourself (we 
don’t want a year’s worth of your data irretrievably lost in the mail), and send the original 
to the coordinator.
If you work in the same block in a subsequent year(s), submit a new master card with 
only the new and/or upgraded observations (or if you want to use a copy of your first 
year’s card, highlight or otherwise identify the new observations.
It is important to send in the cards at the end of each season, so we can track progress 
being made, assign workers to work where needed most, etc.
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Bold-faced Species
When you find evidence of breeding by a bold-faced species, pinpoint the location of 
Probable or Confirmed breeding (or breeding colony) anywhere they are found. 
These are mostly rare, or accidental, or little understood, or highly colonial breeders. 
We want ALL breeding locations pinpointed, to better define breeding ranges, as well as 
do follow-up work.  
When bold-faced species are found within a Priority Block, simply record them on the 
field card in the same way as other species and add the Section and ¼- section where 
found.
If a bold-faced species is found in a Non-priority Block (anywhere outside one of the 
Priority Blocks), give the location as exactly as possible, include the legal description 
(Township-Range-Section-¼ Section – TRS, ¼ Sec.), so it can be plotted the same way 
that the priority block information is.  If you have GPS capability, you can add the GPS 
coordinates also, using datum NAD 1983, and the position format display as ddd.dddddd 
(but we still need the legal description (TRS, ¼ Sec.).
If you find bold-faced species outside a priority block but do not see breeding (e.g. a 
flock of Cedar Waxwings), do not report them – report them ONLY if Probable or 
Confirmed proof of breeding is found.
.
   
Bold-faced species with asterisk (*)
Please make extra effort to Confirm these species.  Some of these species have never 
been found breeding in Nebraska, or have no detailed breeding records.  Others have 
been recorded previously, while still others were not “confirmed” during the last project, 
etc.  If you find them anywhere in the state, along with an indication they may be 
breeding, please make a real effort to confirm breeding if at all possible.  If you are 
unable to do so, please contact the coordinator, or someone else to help, as soon as 
possible.  One of the goals of this project is to better understand the status and 
distribution of these species if at all possible.

Safe Dates / Precautionary Codes
This is a separate manual with a species-by-species listing that gives some information 
about each species, expected ‘safe’ breeding dates (when you can expect to see breeding 
activity) and a list of Behavior Codes that may be problematic to use for that species.

Maps
The packet will contain a copy of the county road map showing your block, and in some 
cases adjacent Priority Blocks as well.
It will also have a topo map of your block, to help identify habitat or terrain features for 
you to use in pre-planning field work.
Other useful maps that are optional and recommended, include:

- the annually updated CRP – Management Access Program Atlas available 
from NGPC.  It is a collection of county road maps and provides a wealth of 
current     information;
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- Nebraska Sportsman’s Atlas.  Sportsman’s Atlas Co., P.O. Box 132, Lytton 
IA    50561 (similar to the above CRP atlas but larger scale and additional 
info;

- Nebraska Atlas & Gazateer.  DeLorme, P.O. Box 298, Freeport ME 04032 
(a collection of topo maps at 1:200,000 scale.  Very useful, but beware some 
rural roads – info from data based on satellite photos makes some back roads 
look better than they are.

- NGPC website.  Click on ‘Places to Go.’  Choose ‘NGPC Map Server’ at the 
bottom of the drop-down menu.  Click on the area of your block in the correct 
county.  Zoom in to show general topography, roads, terrain features and 
finally an aerial photo as you keep zooming in on it.  Then print a copy to take 
with you while doing field work.

- There are also other web-based maps available from a variety of sources, too 
numerous to review and comment on.

Verification Report Form
The field worker’s packet includes a Verification Report Form to use for documentation 
of sightings of:

- species not listed on the Field Card,
- species that are bold-faced on the field card that are found outside of a 

priority block (e.g. Cassin’s Sparrow, a heron colony, etc.),
- species with routine listing on Field Card that are far out of their known range 

(e.g. Summer Tanager in Garden Co. or a Western Tanager in Custer Co.)

Nest Record Cards
The packet has Nest Record Cards enclosed for those willing to take time to fill them out.
Except for Mourning Dove, Am. Robin, Brown Thrasher, Red-winged Blackbird, and 
Am. Goldfinch, we still have few records for many common species and major gaps in 
our knowledge of their breeding biology.
Filling out one of these cards whenever you happen onto the nest of any asterisked bold-
faced species will provide especially valuable information about these little-known 
species.
If you do take time to gather this information, remember to disturb the nest and 
its environs as little as possible (don’t trample the area, break off twigs, etc.).  Note the 
important basics quickly, then continue on away from the nest before writing up the rest 
of the details.

Submittal of Data Cards
Please send in your report as soon as possible after you have finished field work each 
season.  Submit the report even if you have not ‘finished’ the block(s) you were working 
in.  Get them in as soon as possible to expedite data entry and so we can return a copy to 
you for review.  Send the reports to the atlas coordinator.
Deadline for all reports is 15 September, but getting them in before that is even better.
Your report should include the following:

- field card(s) – the master copy (but remember to keep a copy for yourself)
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- any verification forms
- nest record cards

At some point, we plan to have online data entry available for those who wish to report 
that way.  Until we do, we’ll have to depend on the stubby-pencil, hard-copy method.

HOW TO FILL OUT THE FIELD DATA CARD
Block information  
Fill in the year (the card will be used only one year).
Annotate county and block number (e.g. Cheyenne, C502).  Block name is optional. 
(Most, but not all blocks are named).
Indicate whether you worked in the block previously, and whether the block is ‘done’.
Observer info – self-explanatory.  If you use email, please include email address – it is 
the most efficient way to communicate.

Field work this year    
Enter date (month/day – e.g. 5/22 or 7/3) with the month first.
Enter hours spent atlasing.  If more than 1 observer, enter the number of observers.  Enter 
number of night-time hours (for owls, rails, other night birds).
Multiply the party hrs by the number of observers to get total hrs spent atlasing.  An 
example: Two people spend 3 hrs together in the field observing.  They would report ‘3 
party hours.’  If they spent 2 hrs together, then separated for the last hour, they would 
report ‘4 party hrs’.  In either case, the ‘total hours’ reported would be 6 hrs.
Record time and mileage spent traveling to and from block, as well as miles driven in the 
block.
Record at least the names of other observers so their effort can be recognized.  Attach a 
note with other names & addresses if more space is needed.

Recording species data
The line for each species has separate blocks for 3 separate kinds of data – date, habitat 
code, and a behavior code.

Breeding Behavior Codes  (For complete listing of codes, see below)
The Breeding Behavior Codes are used to concisely define the type of behavior seen and 
the likelihood of actual breeding.  The four code categories range from ‘Observed’ (seen, 
but not breeding) to Confirmed (proof of breeding was found).  The overall sequence of 
the categories, and the arrangement within each category, is consistently from the lowest 
to the highest.  Thus, ‘X’ (singing male) is higher than ‘/’ (bird present).  ‘P’ (pair) is 
higher than either of the above, while ‘A’ (agitation) exhibited by a robin as you near its 
nest, is higher still.  
Within the Confirmed category, ‘NB’ (nest building) is confirmation, but not as high as 
‘ON’ (occupied nest) indicating the nest was completed and in use.  The highest category 
is ‘NY’ (nest with young).
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In every case, record the highest behavior code you see, and the date you see the highest 
code.  And, because you remembered (of course) to record the date and code in pencil 
when you saw a pair of Cardinals in courtship (‘C’); when you later see the pair carrying 
food, you can add ‘CF’ in the ‘Conf.’ column, along with the new date (see example 
below.)
Note: Application of any of the codes to a species carries with it the implicit 
understanding that the species reported is in the proper habitat (i.e. Am. Bittern is in a 
marsh, Western Tanager in pine forest, Grasshopper Sparrow in grassland, etc.) and 
within the ‘Safe Dates’ listed for the species breeding season.

Minimum information required for each species entry is the date and a code for the type 
of behavior observed (in pencil).  Example: You observe a pair of Red-tailed Hawks on 
April 7th.  Write 4/7 in the Date column, and P in the Prob(able) column.  If, on a later 
visit on April 27th you see one of the birds on its’ nest, change the 4/7 to 4/27 and write 
ON in the Conf(irmed) column.  The date column must record only the date of the 
highest Behavior Code observed, with the lowest code being ‘O’ (Observed) and the 
highest code being ‘NY” (Nest with Young).
We strongly encourage annotating the Habitat Code most closely matching the habitat 
actually used by the species, even though we realize some observers may not feel like 
they have the required amount of time or expertise to take this additional step.
Even if you choose not to use the habitat code routinely, please take the time to do so 
when you find any of the bold-faced species on the list.  Given the rarity of those 
species, using it on them will not require it very often. 

BREEDING BEHAVIOR CODES
Observed
O Non-breeding or migrant bird Observed during the breeding season.

Possible
/ (Check mark) Species (male or female) observed in suitable habitat during 

breeding season.
X Singing male present in suitable habitat during breeding season.

Probable
P Pair observed in suitable habitat during breeding season.
S Singing  territory presumed through SONG at same location, on at least two 

occasions 7 days or more apart.
T Territory presumed through defense of territory (chasing other birds of same 

species).
C Courtship behavior or Copulation.
V Visiting probable nest site.
A Agitated behavior or Anxiety calls by adult.
B Nest Building or excavation by woodpeckers or most wrens (see Safe Dates 

Handbook for species details).
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Confirmed
CN Carrying Nest material (sticks, grass, feathers, etc.)
NB Nest Building at the actual nest site.
PE Physiological Evidence – active brood patch noted with bird in hand (used by 

bird banders).
DD Distraction Display or injury feigning.
UN Distinctive Used Nest – magpie, barn/cliff swallows, etc. (use with caution).
PY Precocial Young - flightless young still in natal area (shore- and game birds).
FL Fledged – recently fledged young, incapable of sustained flight, still restricted 

natal area.
ON Occupied Nest – adult on a nest, or seen entering/leaving inaccessible nest site 

(chimney, crevice, cavity) that is too high or enclosed for nest to be viewed.
CF Carrying Food for young (not for raptors unless seen at nest).
FY Feeding Young – adults seen feeding young.
FS Fecal Sac – adult seen carrying fecal sac from nest site.
NE Nest with Eggs (PLEASE note number of eggs on card).
NY Nest with Young (PLEASE note number of young on card).

HABITAT CODES
Even though the Habitat Codes are structured so nearly anyone can identify the codes 
used, we realize that not every observer will want to take the time or be comfortable with 
using them.  Please use them as much as possible. We are asking everyone to use them 
whenever a bold-faced species is found, however.

Meant especially to be used for species that are Confirmed, to indicate habitat where it 
nested.
For species that are not confirmed, use the code to indicate the type of habitat in which 
you found the most activity by a given species.

Wooded
WRD – Wooded, Riparian Deciduous (cottonwood, ash, hackberry, sycamore, etc)
WRM – Wooded, Riparian Mixed (deciduous/conifer)
WUC – Wooded, Upland Conifer (pine, cedar, spruce, etc)
WUD – Wooded, Upland Deciduous (oak, ash, hackberry, cottonwood, boxelder, etc)
WUM – Wooded, Upland Mixed (deciduous/conifer)
WSB – Wooded, ShelterBelt (6-12 tree rows)(ash, cedar, Russ. olive, locust, elm, etc)
WGW –Wooded, Grove or Woodlot (cottonwood, ash, jackpine, Xmas tree farm, etc)
WTL – Wooded, Tree Line (1-2 rows of trees)
WST –Wooded, Scattered Trees
WBF –Wooded, Burned Forest (old forest fire burn)  

Shrubs
SWD – Shrubs, Willow/Dogwood
SWI – Shrubs, Willow/Indigobush / false indigobush
SSO – Shrubs, Sumac/Other
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SPC – Shrubs, Plum/Chokecherry
SSS – Shrubs, Sage/Sandsage
SBB – Shrubs, BuckBrush (coralberry, wolfberry)
SMM – Shrubs, Mountain Mahogany

Grassland
GTP – Grassland, native Tallgrass Prairie (big bluestem, switchgrass, indiangrass, etc)
GMP – Grassland, native Mixed grass Prairie (little bluestem, lovegrass, cordgrass etc)
GSP – Grassland, native Shortgrass Prairie (buffalograss, blue grama, etc)
GDM – Grassland, native Dry hay Meadow (bluestem, cordgrass, etc)
GWM – Grassland, Wet Meadow
GPD – Grassland, Prairie Dog town
GIG – Grassland, Introduced Grasses (brome pasture, bluegrass on golf course, etc)

Unvegetated
UCO – Unvegetated, Cliff / rock Outcrop
UDB – Unvegetated, Dirt / loess Bank
USG – Unvegetated, Sand / Gravel (sandbars, spoil piles, etc)
UBL – Unvegetated, BadLands
UFF – Unvegetated, Fallow Field

Builtup
BPC – Builtup, Park / Cemetery / golf course
BIC – Builtup, Industrial / Commercial
BRB – Builtup, Rural Buildings / homesteads
BBD – Builtup, Bridge / Dam
BRH – Builtup, Residential Housing

Cropland
CRC – Cropland, Row Crops (corn, beans, milo, etc)
CSG – Cropland, Small Grain (wheat, oats, rye, etc)
CAH – Cropland, Alfalfa / Hay

Open Water (may be bordered by cattails or bulrushes, but mostly open water)
OCS – Open water, Creek or Stream
OBS – Open water,  oxBow  Slough
OLP – Open water, Lake or Pond
OPP – Open water, Pothole or Playa (Rainwater Basin)

Marsh (heavy emergent vegetation, little or no open water) 
MFW – Marsh, Fresh Water (Sandhills, old oxbow slough, Rainwater Basin)
MES – Marsh, Eastern Saline (Salt Creek basin)
MSA – Marsh, Sandhills Alkali
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Size of Habitat Patch (used in conjunction with the Habitat Codes) 
Record the approximate size of the overall ‘patch’ of habitat the species is using – NOT 
the presumed territory size the pair is using (e.g. for Dickcissels nesting in a ¼ section 
center-pivot in alfalfa, use code CAH/5).
1 = 0.1 acre or less
2 = 0.1-1.0 acre
3 = 2-10 acres
4 = 11-100 acres
5 = 100- 1000 acres
6 = 1000+ acres

Bold-faced Species with asterisk (Species of Special Concern)
As mentioned previously, these are a group of species to which we are asking observers 
to pay special attention.  For many of them, there are NO detailed nest reports on record. 
Other species were not ‘Confirmed’ as breeders during the last atlas project, probably in 
part because, since we didn’t “know” they bred in the state, they were simply assumed to 
be migrants, or non-breeders.  There is every indication that they DO breed, at least 
occasionally, so when you do see one of these species, spend some time checking it out, 
to see what it is actually doing here.
We are asking that when you do find breeding activity, PLEASE take time to add the 
Habitat Code information, even if you don’t take the time to do so with most other 
species.
Note: If found in a Priority Block, we want the location identified ( section & ¼-section 
within the block).  
If in a Non-Priority Block, use a Verification Report Form or a separate sheet of paper to 
give the location (township/range/section/ ¼-section) and other information.
Colonial water birds: Pinpoint the location of every breeding colony you know about or 
find, and give a count of the colony size (numbers of active nests) if possible.
This is our best chance to make a coordinated team effort to update what we know about 
this special group of the breeding birds of Nebraska.  Let’s go for it!

FIELD ACTIVITIES
Private property
Most of the state is privately owned property – respect it.  Please obtain permission 
before entering private property.  This serves two functions.  First, of course, it shows 
respect for the rights of the owners.  It includes closing gates, not getting stuck in mud or 
sand, staying on roads, not harassing livestock, letting the owners know why you’re there 
(and that you’re NOT a cattle rustler – which, believe it or not, is a still real problem). 
Second function is a chance to ask the landowner (or tenant) what kind of birds they have 
around.  You’ll be pleasantly surprised about how knowledgeable many of them are 
about “their” birds.  Don’t be afraid to take their word for the status of pheasants, turkey, 
bobwhite, grouse, etc.  They can save you time by telling you where many species are 
nesting.  You’ll soon be able to tell which species they know about.  Remember, many of 
them spend more time in the outdoors than most birders do.
And, remember to thank them.
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Final thought: a surprising amount of rural land throughout the state is owned by folks in 
Omaha and Lincoln.  It can be a problem at times to find someone to grant permission to 
get onto a place, simply because none of the local people can do so.  This problem can be 
solved by contacting the local county clerk or assessor ahead of time for information. 
Many counties have websites that can help find contact information.

Safe field work
Nebraska is not thought of as a particularly dangerous place to do some birding.  And, 
even though it generally is safe, you’ll still want to keep an eye on the weather.  
Be cautious when driving rural roads.  Most roads are usually safe and passable, but even 
a minor rain shower can make minimum maintenance roads impassable.  If you aren’t 
experienced at driving in dry, loose sand – a deserted remote trail in the Sandhills is NOT 
the best place to learn.
There are a few critters that occasionally prey on birders.  Maybe the most problematic is 
the host of ticks – and the Rocky Mountain Spotted Fever and Lyme disease they 
occasionally carry.  A similar problem is plague, sometimes carried by the fleas found on 
prairie dogs and ground squirrels.  On the really rare occasion, you might get lucky (or 
unlucky, depending on your point of view) and see a prairie rattlesnake.
Maybe the most likely problem is a supply of gasoline.  Many small towns shown on 
maps no longer have even a single gas pump – keep an eye on your fuel gauge.

Nest disturbance
Atlas work does not require you to find and inspect nests for eggs or young.  However, 
by the nature of the work, you may inadvertently find some.  When you do, please be 
careful to disturb them as little as possible.  A quick look will tell you about the contents. 
Continue to walk away before stopping to make notes about what you found.  Do not 
stand around the nest, break off twigs, or trample the surroundings – doing so may attract 
predators.  By the same token, if you have come across the nest, DO record the 
information and report it, either by noting the number of eggs or young on the Field Data 
Card, or, ideally, more complete data on a Nest Record Card.  The information IS 
valuable – please record it.

Owls, Poorwills and other goatsuckers, Rails
Most species in the above groups prove problematic for atlasers.  All are more active in 
late evening and at night – when most birders are least active.  If at all possible, try to 
make at least one late evening/nighttime visit to your block.
Late dusk until past midnight is a good time for poorwills and owls.
The use of recordings of owls to get a response is fine, just don’t overdo it.  If you use 
tapes to call owls, start with the smaller owls, and at low volume.  Loud volumes tend to 
inhibit response (and don’t worry, they CAN hear you!), and may call in larger owls with 
intent to prey on the small ones.  Windy nights seem to inhibit calling and responses, as 
do cloudy or drizzly nights.  Some species, esp. Long-eared Owls, may respond only 
once, while screech owls may continue the ‘conversation’ for extended periods.
Most owls (burrowing owls are the exception) nest early, and will be incubating eggs or 
young before the trees leaf out.  An early trip makes for easy confirmation of Great 
Horned Owls on occupied nests (ON) in Feb. and March.
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A loop of a screech owl call played in the daytime may (and probably, will) get responses 
from virtually any bird in the area except ducks & pheasants.  While it may help you 
detect unseen species, don’t overdo it by continuous playing for more than a minute or 
so, and DON’T count the response as ‘A’ (agitation/anxiety) because the recording would 
cause the same response at any time of the year.  However, it may reveal pairs (P), or 
adults carrying food (CF), etc. that CAN be used as valid behavior codes.  (I’ve always 
wondered how a bird could be just as noisy while mobbing a ‘predator’ with a beak full 
of food, as with an empty beak!  And all this without dropping anything!!)

Tax Deduction
Expenses incurred while atlasing (mileage, motels, fuel, etc.) may be tax deductible. 
Keep records and check with your tax preparer.

Uses of Atlas data
Data collected by the Nebraska Bird Atlas Project are the property of the Project and 
sponsoring agencies.  The information is intended for use by the sponsoring agencies and 
the general public for scientific purposes, wildlife management and planning, and for 
planning by public and private agencies at all levels.  Persons, agencies, or organizations 
wishing to obtain data from the Atlas Project may submit a request to Nebraska Game 
and Parks Commission, Attn: Wildlife Division, or to the Coordinator.  The request 
should specify the data requested and proposed use for which it is intended.  A fee may 
be charged for providing such data.
A request for data does not mean it will be automatically approved.  Some of the data 
collected is of a sensitive nature, especially detailed information concerning threatened or 
endangered species, and will not be released to the general public.  No data will be 
released before it has been reviewed.  Atlas workers may specify certain information that 
they deem confidential to be restricted.  Such data will not be released without consulting 
the contributor.
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ATLAS ETHICS
Consideration for the Birds
Be quiet and unobtrusive.  Try to observe quietly so the birds are unaware of you and so 
they behave normally.  Avoid constantly chasing the same bird, tree-whacking for cavity 
nesters, etc.  Being quiet, you’ll see more.

Too much activity around a nest, or repeatedly flushing incubating adults, may attract 
predators or cause abandonment.  Don’t handle the eggs or young.

Use recorded call playbacks with restraint.  Excessive use of playbacks or ‘pishing’ in the 
same area can seriously disrupt nesting.  It also reduces the effectiveness of their use.

Use discretion in divulging information on nests, esp. of raptors.  There is still active 
black-market trading in some species.  The Atlas will not release locations of such nests.

Consideration for the habitat
Avoid excessive trampling, especially in crops, marshes, new plantings, or around nests.  

Don’t litter.  Carry out what you carry in, including cigarette butts, beverage containers, 
food wrappers, etc.

Be aware of fire danger – especially of hot mufflers / catalytic converters in grasslands. 
Don’t park a hot car where dead grass or weeds can touch the exhaust system.

Consideration for other people
Always get permission before entering private lands or restricted government land. 
Always check with refuge managers before leaving public roads in National Wildlife 
Refuges.  Respect ‘Posted’ and ‘No Trespassing’ signs.  Respect the privacy of 
landowners and tenants.  Do not block roads, lanes or right-of-ways.  Leave gates as you 
find them.  Stay on roads and do your best not to get stuck.  If you do get stuck, offer 
compensation to someone who pulls you out.

In rural areas especially, expect to be asked if you’re broken down, need help, or what 
you’re doing.  Answer courteously, explain what you’re doing – and take the opportunity 
to ask a few questions yourself – you’ll likely find folks interested in your work, besides 
helping confirm a few more species.
You might even meet others involved with the NPABC – the Nebraska Partnership for 
All-Bird Conservation; it includes more than 40 groups from Nebraska Audubon and 
NOU, to Pheasants Forever and Duck Unlimited, to NRDs (Natural Resource Districts), 
the Sandhills Task Force, and NPPD (Nebraska Public Power District).  There are lots of 
folks out there that are interested in birds!!
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VOLUNTEER

NEBRASKA BREEDING BIRD 
ATLAS PROJECT

The Nebraska Breeding Bird Atlas Project is a five-year 
project to determine what species of birds nest in 
Nebraska, and where they nest.  As part of the project, 
a volunteer field worker has parked here in order to 
census the area nearby.
Atlas field workers are interested only in observing the 
birds of this area.  They will not cause inconvenience to 
landowners.  
If you have questions, concerns, or would like to 
participate, please contact:
Wayne J. Mollhoff, Coordinator at 402-944-2840 or 
wmollhoff@netscape.net

Observer: 
________________________________________________
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